The Conservators' Tool-Kit
A proposal to the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, September 2008
The Office of Digital Assets and Infrastructure, Yale University, respectfully requests a grant of
$296,000 spendable over 11 months, to support the development of an open source conservation
documentation management application.
This grant proposal addresses the need for a solution to the problems of managing conservation
documentation in digital form, and to that end proposes the design and intended development of an
open source application, tentatively called the “Conservators' Tool-kit.” Such an initiative would be far
smaller in scope than the creation of comprehensive museum information management systems and
recognizes the very young (though maturing) open source context in which to define itself alongside
the larger commercial software environment in collecting institutions. The proposal is further limited to
the design phase, anticipating that existing development capacity in collecting institutions might be
identified and brought to bear on the creation and maintenance of a fully functional software
application.
An application to help manage conservation activities and related scientific inquiry
The proposed open source application design and intended development is limited to the areas of
activity and documentation directly related to the conservation of collected works of art and other
original materials. While not all collecting institutions have in-house conservation capacity, those that
do would define the broadest scope of requirements for management of data, documents, and work
flow. Those institutions that do not have such in-house capacity and are dependent on private
conservators, regional conservation centers, or other museums for their conservation services, would
likely define a subset of closely related requirements, as they also would require full digital records on
any work related to their own collections.
The range of issues raised by conservation documentation in digital form has been largely defined in a
series of meetings funded by the Mellon Foundation over the last five years, attended by
representatives of North American and European art museums.1 A consensus has developed for the
urgency of collective action in the effort to develop software applications that would be efficient,
sufficiently comprehensive, and broadly accessible.
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For documentation, transcripts, and publications related to these meetings see:
http://mac.mellon.org/issues-in-conservation-documentation
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Building on this growing consensus, we propose to convene gatherings of leading representatives
from museums with highly developed conservation and science capacity who have already
demonstrated an understanding of the challenges and opportunities involved while also having some
experience with the uses and limitations of existing software solutions. While these participants will be
self-selecting volunteers, an effort will be made to ensure representation from a variety of collectionbased institutions including museums (of art, natural history, film and photography, ethnography, local
history, etc.) and libraries, as well as archives and historical societies that may be interested. In
addition, we would include equally qualified participants from the private conservation community, from
the CollectionSpace project team (especially software architects), and at least one small museum
lacking conservation capacity. This range of participants would help the design process capture as
broad a range of experience as possible across institutional practice and across conservation practice
for specific media and types of objects.

Related Applications
Already underway and of specific interest to this proposal is the development of an open source
collections management application undertaken by the Museum of the Moving Image
(CollectionSpace). It is anticipated that the application development proposed here would result in a
module that may be easily integrated with and distributed with CollectionSpace, and that design and
intended development would be closely aligned. Among the tool sets proposed in CollectionSpace is
one for conservation management that includes in its functional description, “to record the need for
conservation work; the process of technical examinations including reference to archival material and
paper files; any remedial treatment; the history of the conditions and treatments of an object;
notification about treatment call-backs; and conservation information via the object's unique local
number.” From conversation with CollectionSpace's principal investigator it is clear that the
expectations for that tool set were less ambitious than those of the present proposal. And while there
is good reason for this application supporting conservation to be developed soon,there is no reason
not to expect and plan for the Conservators' Tool-Kit to be that module in CollectionSpace.
In the design phase this intersection with CollectionSpace would mean participation from the
CollectionSpace team; we would want to ensure at a minimum the participation of Carl Goodman,
Museum of the Moving Image, and Dan Sheppard, CollectionSpace developer at CARET. In the
development phase of the Conservators’ Toolkit it would additionally mean the participation of
CollectionSpace user interaction design and development partners.
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In addition to CollectionSpace, other open source applications have been or are being developed to
meet parts of the broad needs of collecting institutions described above. Since one of the goals
identified by the conservation community is to provide broader public access to its work, ongoing
projects in the area of asset and content management such as Omeka would also likely be considered
as close allies of this application’s design and development.
At the same time it is recognized that many commercial applications currently in use for collection
management and cataloging do not in themselves have useful facility for managing the range of data,
documents, and workflow that is specifically required for the kind of conservation-specific application
proposed here. Consequently, a system that is agnostic to, but easily integrated with, existing
collections management applications will be essential.

Activities to be funded
Community Design Effort: Two meetings – North America, England
A four- to six-month community design process, beginning in February 2009, would be undertaken
using services-oriented architecture (SOA) to create a blueprint for the development of suitable
software. This document would capture the full range of institutional functions and processes related
to the creation and management of and access to conservation documentation as described above.
The community design process would be undertaken to ensure that the needs of the wider community
are taken into account prior to the development process; and to provide a roadmap for developing and
implementing planned and future services that would inter-operate with the Conservators' Tool Kit. The
emphasis on developing a blueprint for a SOA for Conservators' Tool Kit allows the project to take
advantage of emerging best practices for the development of software systems that are co-developed
in a community source environment.
Key stakeholders in the museum conservation field, as well as those representing other collecting
institutions that have special collections, and independent conservators and agencies, would take part
in the workshops. The scope of participating institution types has been noted above. In addition,
participants ideally would represent the full range of area and media specializations in the field of
conservation. Finally, an effort would be made to ensure that individuals invited to participate in the
community design workshops have the abilities and experience to make substantial contributions to
the discussion.
There would be two workshops for which hosting institutions would be identified. It is anticipated that
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these design workshops will be held in or near New York and in London in an effort to reach a broad
international audience and to build on work previously undertaken by the Mellon Foundation with
major art museums.
In advance of the workshops, existing functional requirements descriptions and related materials (such
as the results of the Mellon meetings mentioned above) would be made available online and brought
to the attention of potential participants and to the field in general through announcements by
professional membership organizations.
Also in advance of the workshops, the project staff with four key stakeholders who have both an
understanding of conservation and application development would attend a team building exercise
around application requirements management. In addition to clarifying the process of gathering
requirements, this exercise is intended to provide a better focus for both design workshops.
The community design effort would anticipate the availability of the Metadata Configuration Tool
identified among the deliverables of the CollectionSpace development effort. It is expected that
participants, however, will be engaged with a variety of standards issues and questions stemming from
their own work. Recognizing that these design meetings will require acknowledging these standards
issues - but at the same time desiring to forestall their immediate discussion and take them into a
separate track for intended development - two knowledgeable standards specialists, Murtha Baca and
Franziska Frey, would be invited to participate in the design meetings. They would be expected to
produce an interim report on standards, largely summarizing what was heard in the design meetings,
for review by the community (see project schedule and deliverables below) but the main work on
standards would be reserved for the development phase.
Core Project Team
The core project team will include Meg Bellinger, Chuck Patch, Kenneth Hamma and Angela
Spinazze.
Meg Bellinger, director of the Office of Digital Assets and Infrastructure at Yale, will serve as the
principal investigator and administrator of the grant. Ms Bellinger will also provide the key link to the
library and special collections community.
Chuck Patch, independent consultant and previously head of systems for the Historic New Orleans
Collection, has had long experience across a variety of collection types and brings to the project a
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concern especially for small collections that generally rely on contracted services for conservation. In
the last year Mr Patch has worked closely with the National Gallery of Art to document that institution’s
needs for document and workflow management in conservation.
Kenneth Hamma, who has been active in information technology opportunities for over fifteen years at
the J Paul Getty Museum and the Getty Trust, will coordinate efforts among the core team, work with a
London and a New York institution to host and provide logistics for the two community design
workshops, and generally ensure that the milestones of the project schedule are met.
Angela Spinazze would lead and document the community design meetings, leveraging her work with
the CollectionSpace meetings organized by the Museum of the Moving Image, and taking advantage
of the skills and knowledge she developed in that work. In addition to providing support for and
documenting the workshops, Ms Spinazze would work with selected participants following the
workshops to review issues, codify workflows and help to ensure that full documentation is prepared
for the future development phase.
These design requirements, expressed as functional requirements for an application, would be made
available to the community no later than September 2009. They would be added to any previously
published materials for review and comment from the field as well as from the CollectionSpace
development community.
CVs for these four individuals and the two data standards specialists are included as Appendix A at
the end of this application.
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Schedule and Deliverables (⋅)
February 2009

One- to two-day team building exercise centered on use cases and managing
application requirements by Web Age Solutions. This exercise would be held in
New York the day before the first community design meeting to lower the travel
and time required of participants. It would involve the core design process team
(Meg Bellinger, Angela Spinazze, Chuck Patch, Kenneth Hamma) as well as
four museum conservators or information technology staff familiar with
conservators’ needs from the US and the UK who will have signed on to
participate in and help direct both community design meetings: Sam Wood,
British Museum, Joe Padfield, National Gallery (London), Michael, New York
Metropolitan Museum of Art and Sam Quigley, Art Institute of Chicago. This
exercise would directly precede the first community design meeting, recognizing
the time commitment and travel logistics for UK participants.
First community design meeting to be held in February in New York. An
invitation will be sent to at least thirty additional conservators and those who
support them with information technology in an attempt to reach as broad an
audience as possible. This will be a two and a half day meeting.


A summary report to the Mellon Foundation will result from this meeting.



An introductory report to the conservation community will result from this
meeting, attempting to convey the scope and direction of the meeting.



The community report will be made available online in a project wiki to
encourage comment and participation from a broader community in the period
between the first and second community design meetings.

March 2009

A second community design meeting to be held in March in London. An
invitation would be sent to, again, at least an additional 30 conservators and
those who support them with information technology in an attempt to reach as
broad an audience as possible. This will be a two and a half day meeting.


A summary report to the Mellon Foundation will result from this meeting.



An second report to the conservation community will result from this meeting,
attempting to convey the scope and direction of the meeting.
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The community report will be added to the project wiki to encourage further
comment and participation from a broader community. The core design team
along with the four conservators/IT staff named above would participate in this
discussion with the same goals of directing it toward design requirements as
were held out for the community design meetings.

April / May 2009

During this period following the two community design meetings Angela
Spinazze with the other members of the core design team would monitor the
wiki, re-interview participants from the design meetings, review other pertinent
documentation and, to the extent necessary, fill in gaps in understanding of
three key areas that an eventual application is meant to address: the
management of the documentation of conservation activities and events, the
management of workflow, and the management of supporting or related
scientific data sets.

June - August 2009 First and final drafts of a final report
•

The first draft of a final report, intended as design requirements for development,
would be written and by August made available to the community by way of the
project wiki. Primary responsibility for this report would rest with Angela
Spinazze, calling on other members of the core design team.

•

A report on data standards concerns and opportunities raised in the community
design meetings along with recommendations for activities, such as the creation
of a “core conservation data set” during application development will be
prepared for the Mellon Foundation. To keep attention focused on design
requirements, this report will not be made available to the community until the
end of the design process along with the final draft of the design requirements.

SeptemberNovember 2009

Community comment on the first draft of the design report.
•

Final design report would be delivered to the Mellon Foundation in November.
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Budget
The following budget covers two community design meetings and the writing of reports staffed by the
core design team. Host institutions will manage logistics for the New York and London meetings, and
funds are budgeted for this.
Travel Estimates
The costs related to travel of participants to the design meetings are based on the assumptions noted
for those budget lines. These costs will be reimbursed based on receipts for incurred expenses. The
amount budgeted for each meeting is conservatively high. Any surplus funds would be returned to the
Foundation at the conclusion of the project.
Travel for the core team anticipates slight increases in airfare over current prices. In the event that
airfares remain stable or go down the actual costs could be less than what is budgeted. Any surplus
funds would be returned to the Foundation at the conclusion of the project.
Meeting Estimates
Depending on the complexity of arrangements and the willingness to assign existing staff to help
manage logistics, the institutional cost for each design meeting could be less than is budgeted.
Other assumptions are footnoted in the budget.
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Appendix A
Project Participants
ANGELA T. SPINAZZE
Angela Spinazze is an information architect, liaison, and bridge-builder between technology and
cultural heritage communities. Her work focuses on smart approaches to managing the vast quantities
of information that museums, archives, and cultural heritage organizations generate.
Angela began her career in the Annual Programs Department of The Art Institute of Chicago where
she produced direct mail campaigns, planned special events, and worked with volunteers. In 1991, her
focus shifted to the collections side of the museum where she was part of the first comprehensive
physical inventory team, a project that also included the design and development of the museum's first
database of collections information. Angela managed the conversion of the index card file
(representing approximately 150,000 works of art) into electronic format and she helped develop the
application architecture and user interface.
From 1993-1997, Angela served as Director of Marketing for a leading collections management
systems developer. In this capacity, she managed all marketing and sales activities world-wide, codeveloped two Windows-based applications for collections information management, and facilitated
implementation and training programs.
Angela founded ATSPIN consulting in 1997. Since then, she and a network of independent
professionals, has worked with institutions worldwide on integrating technologies into the museum
ecology to improve access to collections information for both staff and public audiences. Angela has
worked with a variety of institutions, both large and small including the Walker Art Center, United
States Holocaust Memorial Museum, Mystic Seaport, Québec Museum Consortium, Este Court
Archive, University of Notre Dame, Society of Architectural Historians, American Museum of the
Moving Image, Haggerty Art Museum, and others.
Angela led programming activities for the CIMI Consortium for several years. During that time she
served as editor for several technical user guides produced by the Consortium for the museum
community; she led professional development seminars on topics such as Dublin Core, digitization,
and collection level description standards, and she ran the Handscape project that was among the first
studies to examine the effectiveness of mobile devices in museums.
In addition, Angela has written grants for online collections access projects, mentored young
professionals, and managed projects for institutions that include the development of new policies for
collections cataloguing, management, and related publishing efforts.
Angela is an adjunct faculty member at Johns Hopkins University where she teaches in the Museum
Studies program.
Angela received a Bachelors of Arts from Miami University in 1986 and a Masters of Arts in 19th-20th
Century Art History, Theory and Criticism from the School of The Art Institute of Chicago in 1992.
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MURTHA BACA
Education
PhD, University of California at Los Angeles, 1978, Double major: Art History/Italian Language and
Literature (dissertation title: Aretino in Venice 1527–1537 and “la professione del far’ lettere”)
Master of Arts, Italian Language and Literature, UCLA, 1975
Bachelor of Arts, Italian and Spanish, UCLA, 1973 (summa cum laude)
Employment History
August 1999–present: Head, Getty Vocabulary Program and Digital Resource Management
Department, Getty Research Institute, J. Paul Getty Trust
January 1998–July 1999: Project Manager, Standards Program, Getty Information Institute/Getty
Research Institute for the History of Art and the Humanities
January 1996–December 1997: Project Manager, Standards and Research Databases, Getty
Information Institute
January 1990–December 1995: Senior Editor, Vocabulary Program, Getty Information Institute
November 1988–December 1989: Name Authority Editor, Vocabulary Coordination Group, Getty Art
History Information Program
February 1987–September 1988: Assistant Archivist, Provenance Index, Getty Art History Information
Program
August 1985–December 1986: Assistant to the Director, Armand Hammer Center for Leonardo
Studies, UCLA
September 1984–July 1985: Visiting Assistant Professor, Department of French and Italian, University
of Southern California
1979–present, Freelance Translator and Editor (list of translations provided upon request)
September 1978–June 1979: Lecturer in Italian, Department of Italian, UCLA
Language Competencies
Italian, Spanish, French; basic reading knowledge of German and Latin
Publications (co-author, with James M. Bower) Union List of Artist Names (New York: G.K. Hall & Co.,
1994); (guest editor, with Patricia Harpring) Categories for the Description of Works of Art (special
double issue of the journal Visual Resources, XI, 3–4, 1996); “What’s in a Name? The Union List of
Artist Names as Authority File and Retrieval Tool,” Computers and the History of Art: an International
Journal published in
association with CHArt, vol. 6, part 2 (1996); (editor, in English, French, Italian, and Spanish)
Guidelines for Forming Language Equivalents (Los Angeles: Getty Information Institute, 1996);
“Making Sense of the Tower of Babel: A Demonstration Project in Multilingual Equivalency Work,”
Terminology: International Journal of Theoretical and Applied Issues in Specialized Communication,
4:1 (1997); “Shades of Gutenberg? The Impact of the World Wide Web on the Publication and
Dissemination of Vocabularies and Research Tools, in Visual Resources Association Bulletin, Spring
1998; editor, Introduction to Metadata: Pathways to Digital Information (Los Angeles: J. Paul Getty
Trust, 1998); guest editor, with Richard Rinehart, of Spectra (the journal of the Museum Computer
Network), special issue devoted to Standards (Spring 1999); editor, Introducción a los metadatos: vias
a la informacion digital (Los Angeles: J. Paul Getty Trust, 1999); “Evaluating the Use of Controlled
Vocabularies on the VISION Project,” in Visual Resources Association Bulletin (Spring 1999); (coauthor, with Eva María Méndez), “Acceso al patrimonio cultural en el mundo digital: estándares para
la recuperación de información en museos virtuales,” in Revista de museología 21, 1 (2001) 69-77; “A
Picture Is Worth a Thousand Words: Metadata for Art Objects and Their Visual Surrogates” in
Cataloging the Web: Metadata, AACR, and MARC 21 (ALCTS Papers on Library Technical Services
and Collections, no. 10); Lanham, MD: Scarecrow Press, 2002); “Documenting Visual Culture at the
Getty: Contributing to the Toolset,” VRA Bulletin 29:4 (2002); editor, Introduction to Art Image Access:
Issues, Tools, Standards, Strategies (Los Angeles: Getty Research Institute, 2002; “Practical Issues in
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Applying Metadata Schemas and Controlled Vocabularies to Cultural Heritage Information,” in
Electronic Cataloging: AACR2 and Metadata for Serials and Monographs, Cataloging & Classification
Quarterly 36:3-4 (2003) 47-55; (with Erin Coburn) “Beyond the Gallery Walls: Tools and Methods for
Leading End-Users to Collections,” Bulletin of the American Society for Information Science and
Technology (BASIST) 30:5 (June/July 2004); “Fear of Authority? Authority Control and Thesaurus
Building for Art and Material Culture Information,” Cataloging & Classification Quarterly 38:3-4 (2004);
co-editor of Cataloging Cultural Objects: A Guide to Describing Cultural Works and Their Images
(Chicago: American Library Association Editions, 2006); “CCO and CDWA Lite: Complementary Data
Content and Data Format Standards for Art and Material Culture Information,” in VRA Bulletin vol. 34,
no. 1 (2007); co-author, with Sherman Clarke, “FRBR and Works of Art, Architecture, and Material
Culture,” in Arlene G. Taylor, ed., Understanding FRBR: What it Is and How It Will Affect Our Retrieval
Tools (Westport, Conn./London: Libraries Unlimited, 2007); editor, Introduction to Metadata, revised
edition (Los Angeles: Getty Research Institute, 2008).
Training/Curriculum Development
Academic years 1998-2008, graduate seminar, Department of Information Studies, Graduate School
of Education and Information Studies, UCLA: “Tools for Indexing and Accessing Cultural Heritage
Information Online: an Overview of Metadata Standards and Controlled Vocabularies” (Information
Studies course 464). Member of team of staff from the Getty and the UCLA Department of Information
Studies that developed the “Summer Institute for Knowledge Sharing” for professionals from
museums, libraries, and archives, 1999–2002. One of the organizers and main instructors at the
Summer Institute at Simmons College Graduate School of Library and Information Science, July 2004.
From 2001 to 2007, faculty member of Northeast Document Conservation Center’s (NEDCC) “School
for Scanning: Creating, Managing, and Preserving Digital Assets,” speaking on descriptive metadata
and controlled vocabularies. Regularly teach workshops and seminars on controlled vocabularies,
thesaurus construction, documentation of museum objects, creating Web resources in the visual arts,
project management, and multilingual equivalency work.
Memberships Museum Computer Network (former board member, 2000–2006), Visual Resources
Association, Art Libraries Society/North America, College Art Association, CHArt (Computers and the
History of Art), American Association of Museums
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FRANZISKA S. FREY
EDUCATION
1/89-5/94
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Department of Physical Chemistry, Zurich,
Switzerland Ph.D. in Natural Science (Concentration: Imaging Science)
Thesis: Investigation of the Stability Behavior of Photographic Three-Color Materials
10/83-12/88 University of Zurich, Switzerland
Master of Science in Geography (Concentration: Remote Sensing)
Minors: Photography and Computer Science
5/82-9/83
College of Fine Arts, Zurich
WORK EXPERIENCE
10/07-3/08
Guest Scholar, Getty Conservation Institute, Getty Center, Los Angeles, CA
9/06-present School of Print Media, Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, NY
McGhee Distinguished Professor
Extended Faculty, Center for Imaging Science RIT
Graduate Faculty, Color Science PhD, College of Science, RIT
PI “Benchmarking Art Image Interchange Cycles,” funded by the Andrew W. Mellon
Foundation
4/06-present School of Print Media, Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, NY
Associate Professor
9/02-3/06
School of Print Media, Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, NY
Assistant Professor
Responsibilities include teaching classes on the undergraduate and graduate level and
supervising thesis projects.
Topics of courses include: Materials and Processes in Printing, Database Publishing,
and Digital Asset Management.
Research on various projects in the Sloan Printing Industry Center at Rochester
Institute of Technology.
Research as PI on a Grant from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation in collaboration with
the Munsell Color Science Laboratory, Rochester Institute of Technology.
9/01-8/02
School of Print Media, Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, NY
Visiting Assistant Professor
9/99-present George Eastman House, International Museum of Photography, Rochester, NY
Faculty in the Mellon Advanced Residency Program in Photograph Conservation.
Responsibilities include teaching classes and supervising research projects.
8/95-8/01
Image Permanence Institute, Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, NY
Research Scientist in NEH (National Endowment for the Humanities) funded project
Digital Imaging for Photographic Collections: Foundations for Technical Standards.
Supervising thesis work of graduate students. Contract research on the stability of
digital hard copy materials.
8/95-present Teaching classes and workshops in various institutions in the US and around the world
(topics include: digital image theory, image scanning, image database production and
quality control, digital image preservation, etc.).
8/95-present Consulting for various museums, libraries, and government agencies (including the
Library of Congress and the Harvard Libraries) on establishing guidelines for viewing,
scanning, and quality control of digital images.
9/94-7/95
Image Permanence Institute, Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, NY
Post-Doctoral Fellow with grant from the Swiss National Science Foundation to
continue research on the reconstruction of faded color photographs and the
preservation of imaging media.
10/89-5/94
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Zurich, Switzerland
Assistant in the Group of Photography, Dept. of Physical Chemistry. Performed
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5/90-5/94
1/88-7/89
4/87-7/89

research in a project on digital reconstruction of faded color photographs. Taught
several classes on photographic topics and in digital imaging; supervised thesis work of
graduate students; provided technical supervision for on-going projects.
College of Engineering of the Graphic Industries, Zurich, Switzerland
Adjunct professor for technical photography and electronic imaging.
University of Zurich, Dept. of Geography, Zurich, Switzerland
Assistant in Remote Sensing Laboratory. Taught classes, supervised thesis work of
graduate students, and worked in and supervised on-going projects.
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Group of Photography, Zurich, Switzerland
Taught classes in applied and technical black-and-white and color photography.

Franziska Frey is the McGhee Professor at the School of Print Media and a Core member of the
Graduate Program Faculty of the PhD and masters programs in Imaging Science in the Center for
Imaging Science at Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, NY. She is teaching courses and is
involved in research projects in the Sloan Printing Industry Center at RIT. Franziska is also a Faculty
in the "Mellon Advanced Residency Program in Photograph Conservation" at George Eastman House,
International Museum of Photography. Franziska Frey received her Ph.D. degree in Natural Sciences
(Concentration: Imaging Science) from the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich,
Switzerland in 1994. Before joining the faculty of the School of Print Media, she has worked as a
research scientist at the Image Permanence Institute at RIT. Her work has primarily focused on
establishing guidelines for viewing, capturing, quality control, and archiving digital images. Franziska
publishes, consults, and teaches in the US and around the world on various issues related to
establishing digital image databases and digital libraries. She is also involved in several international
standards groups. She is also involved in several international standards groups dealing with
Technical Metadata and Digital Photography. Franziska is a Publications VP on the board of the
Society for Imaging Science and Technology (IS&T) and is actively involved in a number of the
conferences IS&T is organizing.
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CHUCK PATCH
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
MUSEUM CONSULTING
Baltimore, MD
2007 - 2008
NATIONAL GALLERY OF ART
Contracted to carry out a study of conservation documentation practices at the National Gallery
of Art and write a set of Functional Requirements for a system to digitize existing physical
documents. An immediate goal is to create a business process model which can be used for
the evaluation or adoption of a conservation documentation management system. The project
is underwritten by the Mellon Foundation.
THE HISTORIC NEW ORLEANS COLLECTION
Contracted to provide advice on information systems issues to the museum administration and
manage two ongoing grant-funded projects.
DIRECTOR OF SYSTEMS
New Orleans, LA
1991 - 2007
THE HISTORIC NEW ORLEANS COLLECTION
Information Technology administrator for a museum and history research center.
Responsibilities included budgeting for automation and telecommunication services, selection
and implementation of all application software, network hardware and software, analysis,
design and implementation of in-house digital imaging and database projects, contracting with
vendors, consultants and service providers, and minor programming. Supervised staff of four.
SYSTEMS MANAGER
New Orleans, LA
1986 - 1991
THE HISTORIC NEW ORLEANS COLLECTION
Responsibilities included the management of a mini-computer facility, the creation of
refinements to existing software systems and daily maintenance of an on-line collections
management system. Trained staff in the use of computer hardware and software on both
micro- and mini-computers and acted as a general computer information resource.

MEDIA LIBRARIAN
New Orleans, LA
1984 - 1986
McDERMOTT INCORPORATED
Responsible for all managerial aspects of a corporate photo library comprised of more than
400,000 images spanning the history of the offshore oil industry. Rationalized pre-existing file
system. Analyzed library automation needs and investigated a variety of software packages
resulting in a purchase proposal. Supervised clerk-typist assigned to Media Library.
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PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES
Presentations
and panels:

◊ “Who’s Driving? Implementing a Multi-Disciplinary Information System”
Museum Computer Network, November 9, 2007.
◊ “Speaking From the Trenches: The Larger Role of Information
Technology in Museums and Cultural Heritage Institutions” Museum
Computer Network, November 9, 2006
◊ “Not the Unthinkable, But What We Didn’t Think Of: Preparing For and
Recovering From Disaster,” Half day workshop, Simmons College, April
8, 2006 and Harvard Art Museums, April 11, 2006
◊ “JP2 + 5 = What? Using JPEG2000 in Museums in 2005” MCN annual
Conference, 2005. Panelist
◊ “Stormy Weather: Learning from Disaster” Persistence of Memory,
Stewardship of Digital Assets, Northeast Document Conservation
Center workshop, 2005; Boston College, 2005.
◊ “What’s the Difference Between a Registrar and a Cataloger?” American
Association of Museums; Museum Computer Network, 2004
◊ “Unpacking the Big Box: Making Multi-Disciplinary Description Work,”
Museum Computer Network, 2002
◊ “Case Study: The Core of Discovery Project at The Historic New
Orleans Collection,” Northeast Document Conservation Center, School
for Scanning, 1998
◊ “Mining Historical Data from Digitized Archival Materials,” ALISE, 1998
◊ “Spelunking the Archive: Implementing an Experimental Data Mining
Tool,” Museum Computer Network, 1997
◊ “The PIRS Project: Image Retrieval Through Shape and Ranked
Relevance,” Society of American Archivists, 1996
◊ “Museums and the Information Superhighway,” Panel presentation,
Southeastern Museums Conference, September, 1995
◊ “Tell Me a Story: A System for Thematically Querying a multi-Media
Archive” Museum Computer Network, October 1994
◊ “Geographically Oriented Collections at the Historic New Orleans
Collection: American Library Association, 1993
◊ “MARC my words: Maintaining Information on Many Types of Historical
Material at the Historic New Orleans Collection” American Society for
Information Science annual meeting. 1992
◊ “Adopting New Technologies for Museum Applications” Museum
Computer Network annual meeting 1991
◊ “Minisis in the Museum: Collections Management at the Historic New
Orleans Collection." Minisis Users Group Meeting, October 19-23,
1987. Mexico City, Mexico.
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Projects

◊

◊

◊

◊

◊

Miscellaneous

◊

◊
◊
◊
◊
Publications:

◊

◊
◊
◊

“Do You Know What it Means?” A collaborative project of The Historic
New Orleans Collection, the School for The Visual Arts and the George
Mason University Center for History and New Media to establish a Web
archive of oral and visual histories of pre-Katrina New Orleans
neighborhoods. 2006-2007
“Louisiana Gumbo: A Recipe for Empowerment”, a statewide
collaborative project funded by an IMLS National Leadership grant.
THNOC partnered with three other institutions to create a digital library
of historical materials and an accompanying educational program.
2004-2008 (2 year project extension to compensate for disruption
caused by Hurricane Katrina).
“The Digital Vieux Carré Survey, a grant-funded project to convert an
index to information on every property in the New Orleans French
Quarter, to an online database with extensive images and hypertext
links to related data. 2001-Present
Co-development of MINT, an integrated cultural materials information
system with Minisis Inc., which combines library, archival and museum
data and cataloging facilities in a unified system with a common
workflow. 2000-Present
“Core of Discovery”: Research collaboration with Professor Steven
Kimbrough, University of Pennsylvania to test a textual retrieval system
implementing a semantic latency algorithm with museum collections
data.
2003 – 2006 American Library Association, Society of American
Archivists, American Association of Museums Combined Committee
(CALM). AAM Representative.
2002 – 2003 President, Museum Computer Network
2003 –“Digital Resources for Cultural Heritage: Current Status and
Future Needs,” Participant, IMLS,
2003, 2004, 2005, 2007, 2008 – Reviewer, IMLS
2002 – Treasurer, President-Elect, Museum Computer Network
“On Pattern-Directed Search of Archives and Collections” Garett O.
Dworman, Steven O. Kimbrough, Charles Patch, Journal of the
American Society of Information Science, 51 (1) 2000
“Tell Me a Story: A System for Thematically Querying a Multi-Media
Archive” Spectra (22) 2 Fall 1994
“Collections Management’s Next Wave” History News, 48(4)
July/August 1993
"Changing Times in Picture Research." Publishers Weekly, September
19, 1986.

EDUCATION
1990
1982
1976

Tulane University College. Certificate in Computer Information Science.
University of Wisconsin, Madison. Master of Science, Landscape Architecture.
Specialization in Historic Preservation.
University of Wisconsin, Madison. Bachelor of Arts, English.
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KENNETH HAMMA
Employment
2004-2008:

2002-2004:
1999-2004:
1999-2002:
1997-1999:
1987-1996:
1987-1999:
1981-1986:

Executive Director, Digital Policy and Initiatives, J. Paul Getty Trust
Encompassing responsibility for the oversight of the Getty’s long term
information management goals related to the creation, maintenance and use of
digital resources in public and scholarly activities in collections, research and
philanthropy. Direct oversight of Getty Web and Institutional Research.
Senior Advisor for Information Policy, J. Paul Getty Trust
Assistant Director for Collection Information, J. Paul Getty Museum
Project Director, getty.edu, J. Paul Getty Trust
Head, Collections Information Planning, J. Paul Getty Museum
Associate Curator, Antiquities, J. Paul Getty Museum
Adjunct Professor, School of Fine Arts, University of Southern California
Assistant Professor, School of Fine Arts, University of Southern California

Digital & Media Projects
.museum TLD (2000- )
Co-lead in establishing the Museum Domain Management Association as a 501(c)(3) and
creating its successful application to ICANN (Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and
Numbers) for the museum TLD; involving founder members, ICOM and Getty, and setting initial
governance and staffing structure; creating business plan and securing venture and grant
funding; establishing policies of membership and registration; serving as priniciple director on
board.
getty.edu (1999- )
Director for restructuring the Getty Web presence across all Getty programs, including policy
and strategy; creating and implementing institutional policy on intellectual property and fair-use;
setting branding parameters for Web design, user interface and content; coordinating analysis,
evaluation, business plan and e-commerce; integrating back-office data resources and
management; overseeing project teams for data and vocabulary standards implementation as
well as the key Web Production and Web Technical Services teams.
ArtAccess (1997-2002)
Project sponsor and co-manager of the museum’s interactive systems for visitors; implemented
systems and applications for fully networked visitor interactive work-stations in galleries; primary
responsibility for budget oversight, management of technology and production vendors, content
creation and acquisition, review and evaluation, authoring and scripting of visitor experience;
functional analysis of multi-media platform; functional specification for design of user interface
and information architecture.
Virtual Reality Model of the Forum of Trajan (1996-98)
With UCLA Graduate School of Architecture and Urban Planning, managed implementation of a
research project with lead investigator Bill Jepson, UCLA, to create a virtual model of the Forum
of Trajan. Continuing study of potential in education, research and data visualization.
Related Professional Activity
Since 2006: RLG Programs Council, OCLC
Since 2006: Steering Committee, Coalition for Networked Information
Since 2000: Board of Museum Domain Management Association, sponsor of the museum TLD
2003-2007: Joint Committee on Libraries, Archives and Museums (ALA, SAA and AAM)
2002-2006: Advisory Board, American Association of Museums’ Nazi Era Provenance
Internet Portal
1999-2006: Advisory Board, Gallery Systems
2003-2004: At Large Advisory Committee, Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and
Numbers (ICANN)
2001-2003: Project Board, musEnic, EU Framework 5 IST-2001-33538, Museum
Awareness Campaign for .museum
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1998-2003: Executive Board, Consortium for Interchange of Museum Information
2000-2003: Executive Committee & Board, Art Museum Image Consortium (AMICO)
2000-2003: Advisory Panel, Artiste, EU Framework 5 IST-1999-11978, Art Analysis and
Navigation Environment project of Giuti Labs and NCR
2000-2001: American Assembly meeting on Art, Technology and Intellectual Property
1988-1995: Trustee, Cyprus American Archaeological Research Institute, Nicosia
1983-1995: Assistant Director, Princeton Archaeological Expedition, Marion, Cyprus
1982-1986: Advisory Council, American Academy in Rome
Education
Princeton University, Art and Archaeology: MFA, June 1978; PhD, October 1981
Friedrich Wilhelms Universität, Bonn, 1978-1979
Stanford University, Classics: AB, March 1974
Theatre Productions
Wanderings of Odysseus, 1992, producer; directed by Rush Rehm based on a new translation
commissioned from Oliver Taplin, a co-production of the Getty Museum and Center Theater
Group/Mark Taper Forum
Menander's The Woman from Samos & Plautus, Casina, 1994, producer; directed by Michael Hackett
based on new translations commissioned from J. Michael Walton and Richard Beacham, a
co-production of the Getty Museum and UCLA School of Theater, Film and Television
Publications
“Public Domain Art in an Age of Easier Mechanical Reproducibility,” Art Libraries Journal, 2006, vol. 13,
no. 3, pp. 16-20 and dLib, November 2005, vol. 11,
www.dlib.org/dlib/november05/11contents.html
"Setting the Stage for Interaction; Interactive Narrative and Integrated Applications in a Museum," In:
Heide Hagebölling (editor). Interactive Dramaturgies: New Approaches in Multimedia Content
and Design. New York: Springer-Verlag, 2004.

“Becoming Digital,” Bulleting of ASIST, Volume 30, Number 5, June-July 2004;
http://www.asis.org/Bulletin/index.html
“The Role of Museums in Online Teaching, Learning and Research,” First Monday, 24 May 2004;
http://www.firstmonday.org/issues/issue9_5/hamma/index.html
reviewed: http://alchemi.co.uk/archives/ele/museums_and_onl.html
“Finding Cultural Property Online,” Cardozo Arts & Entertainment Law Journal, v. 19, no. 1
(2001), 125-135
“Authenticity Online,” CIHA (International Congress for the History of Art) 2000,
www.unites.uqam.ca/AHWA/Meetings/2000.CIHA/Hamma.html
"A Demonstration: Right Ways to Find the Right Stuff,” RLG, Research Libraries Group Annual
Meeting, 1999, http://www.rlg.org/en/page.php?Page_ID=84
"Returns,” Performing Arts - L.A. Opera’s 'Il ritorno d'Ulisse in patria', December 1996.
“A Production of Plautus’ Casina and Menander’s Samia,” Didaskalia, vol. 2, iii, 1996
warwick.ac.uk/didaskalia/didaskalia.html
Alexandria and Alexandrianism, Malibu, CA, 1996, editor
“Ancient Theater at the Getty,” Didaskalia, vol. 1,ii, 1994 warwick.ac.uk/didaskalia/didaskalia.html
A Passion for Antiquities: Ancient Art from the Collection of Barbara and Lawrence Fleischman, Malibu,
CA, 1994, editor and contributor
“Recent Acquisitions: The J. Paul Getty Museum, Antiquities,” Electronic Antiquity,
ftp.utas.edu.au/departments/classics/antiquity, (University of Tasmania, Hobart) vols. 1:ii, iv, vii,
1993
“Recent Acquisitions: The J. Paul Getty Museum, Antiquities,” Electronic Antiquity,
ftp.utas.edu.au/departments/classics/antiquity, (University of Tasmania, Hobart) vol. 2:i, 1994
The Dechter Collection of Greek Vases, Los Angeles, CA, 1989
“Two New Representations of Helen and Menelaos,” The J. Paul Getty Museum Journal, 11 (1983), 123128
Art of South Italy: Vases from Magna Grecia, Richmond, VA, 1982
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Some Lectures and Papers
“Standards: What’s New?,” Europas kulturelles Erbe in einer digitatlen Welt, SPK, February 2007
“Business Decisions and Legal Opinions,” IMLS WebWise, February 2006
“Legal, Moral and Financial Obligations,” Persistence of Memory, NEDCC, November 2005
“Digital Museum in the Life of the User,” ASIS&T and MCN, October and November 2005
“Policy and Process in Favor of Cultural Diversity Online,” UNESCO Between Two Phases of
the World Summit on Information Society, St Petersburg, May 2005
“The Role of Museums in Online Teaching, Learning and Research” Web Wise, IMLS, March 2004
“Museums in Online Teaching, Research and Learning,” IMLS, August 2003
“Slouching Toward Interoperability,” School for Scanning, North East Documentation
Conservation Center, April 2003
“A Top Level Museum Domain,” CIMI, January 2001 & Museums and the Web, March 2001
“Authenticity Online,” International Congress of the History of Art, September 2000
“Access Requires More than a Catalogue,” Quality Assurance in Online Learning, June 2000
“Standards and Audiences: Building a Web Presence from the Inside Out,” SUN Digital Media
Universe, August 1999
“A Demonstration: Right Ways to Find the Right Stuff,” Research Libraries Group Annual
Meeting, March 1999
“Data Based Interactive Digital Media,” CultH – Cultural Heritage in the Global Village, Vienna,
October 1998
“Networked Interactive Media for Museums,” Museum Computer Network, September 1998
“Digital Museum Collections,” California Governor’s Conference on the Arts, February
1996
“Producing Plautus and Menander,” American Philological Association, December 1995
“New Media for New Museums,” Association for Computing Machinery - Siggraph 95, August
1995
"Interactive Museum Media,” Association of Art Museum Directors Annual Meeting, May 1994
"A Journey Through Cyprus, the Land of Aphrodite," Art Institute of Chicago and Chicago AIA, February
1994
"A Decade of Excavations at Marion Cyprus," Isabelle K. Raubitschek lecture, Stanford University,
January 1994
"Valediction: Lessons from an Attic Grave Stele," J. Paul Getty Museum, October 1992
"Collecting Vases," California State University at Northridge, March 1990
"Fourth-Century Sculpture from South Italy," J. Paul Getty Museum, November 1989
"The Dechter Vases," California State University at San Bernardino, May 1989
"Fourth-Century Sculpture from Southern Italy: Some New Evidence," Stanford Society, Archaeological
Institute of America, January 1988
"Recent Excavations at Marion, Cyprus," Department of Art at California State University at San
Bernardino, May 1987
"The Fourth Field Season of the Princeton Expedition to Marion, Cyprus," Southern California Society,
Archaeological Institute of America, September 1986
"Los Angeles and Cyprus: Excavations and Collections Since 1900," Ancient Arts Council, Los Angeles
County Museum of Art, June 1985
Professional Memberships

American Association of Museums, American Library Association, International Council of
Museums, American Society for Information Science and Technology, Museum Computer Network
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MARGARET (MEG) A. BELLINGER
BACKGROUND SUMMARY
Library and information technology leader with twenty-five years of increasing responsibility for
leadership, collaborative engagement, strategic planning, development, implementation, and project
management of library information services. For the last 5 years, have advanced Yale University
Library digital library program including the creation of programs in digital production and integration,
usability and assessment, library-wide web management, and the initiation of a digital repository and
preservation program. Led the successful negotiations for Yale participation in mass digitization and
act as the project sponsor. Appointed member of the Provost’s Digital Landscapes Committee
focusing on faculty needs for technology infrastructure and services and invited to represent the
libraries on the Vice President’s Task Force on Digital Dissemination, focusing on the dissemination of
Yale digital assets and branding. Co-chair and leadership responsibility for the Mellon-funded
Collections Collaborative project that is supporting collaborative digitization, collections management,
metadata tool development, and teaching support for primary source collections across the libraries,
archives, and museums of Yale University. Led strategy development to increase collaboration among
the libraries, archives, Peabody Museum, and the art galleries. At the request of the Provost,
developed a prospectus and budget for a campus-wide Digital Infrastructure and Initiatives program.
Led major business development planning and implementation programs, including the OCLC (Online
Computer Library Center) Digital Archive. Created a new division at OCLC and led planning and
implementation of digital archiving services, development of digital content management tools,
programmatic cooperative development, and digital production services. Turned a stand-alone
business unit from a financial loss into a cost recovery, sustainable preservation and digitization
service for libraries and archives.
While at OCLC, actively engaged at an international level in digital library and preservation
professional activity, including board membership on the UK Digital Preservation Coalition, member of
the Strata Supervisory Board (joint venture between OCLC and the Royal Library of the Netherlands),
invited participant in the Managua UNESCO Consultation Meeting on the Preservation of Digital
Heritage, invited member of the International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA)
Newspaper Section, OCLC representative in International Council for Scientific and Technical
Information (ICSTI) and the Library of Congress National Digital Information Infrastructure and
Preservation Program (NDIIPP).
Contributed to various standards and best practice developments including the OCLC/ The Research
Libraries Group (RLG) Preservation Metadata Working Group, The RLG-OCLC Attributes of a Trusted
Digital Repository, National Information Standards Organization (NISO) Technical Committee on
Metadata for Digital Still Images, and RLG Preservation Microfilming Guidelines. Initiated the Digital
Library Federation (DLF) Digital Registry project within OCLC. Oversee OCLC participation on the
METS board and the new DLF format registry.
Developed a network of working relationships in government, libraries, archives and publishing in the
U.S. and Europe through professional activities, contract negotiation, publishing partnerships, and
preservation projects.
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
October 2008 - Director of the Office of Digital Assets and Infrastructure at Yale University.
Appointed on October 1, 2008 to this newly created office. The ODAI will provide strategic and
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operational leadership for developing the University’s digital infrastructure to create a coherent and
integrated campus-wide architecture to support Yale’s digital assets.
July 2003 – September 2008: Associate University Librarian for Integrated Library Systems and
Technical Services, Yale University Library.
The Associate University Librarian for Integrated Library Systems and Technical Services is a new
position that has administrative leadership responsibility for approximately 170 staff in the following
departments: Catalog and Metadata Services, Acquisitions, Integrated Library Technology Services,
Manuscripts and Archives, Social Science Libraries and Information Services, and the Digital
Production and Integration Program, which includes the newly formed Usability and Assessment
program. Special project responsibilities include a two year project to transform the Visual Resources
Collection (VRC) and staff into an “Image Commons” digital teaching support service for art history,
developing and leading the mass digitization project, and co-chairing the Steering Committee of the
University-wide Collections Collaborative, a Mellon funded project to build collaboration among the
libraries, archives, museums, and galleries at Yale.
Led the rapid evolution of Library Systems Office from a staff of 12 in 2003 primarily involved in library
automation and workstations to a staff of 28 in 2008 who are developing and supporting digital
repository environments, digitization, visual resources, and web 2.0 development.
Led the development and implementation of four new, permanent programs: Digital Production and
Integration Program to develop and integrate internal production and consultation services, including
the creation of an E-Reserves service; Assessment and Usability program; Digital Repository
Services; and the development of VRC 2.0 or Image Commons, a conversion of the collections and
services of a traditional visual resources collection to support digital teaching.
In addition, with university counsel, negotiated a mass digitization contract with Microsoft and
implemented the project, led the development of digital preservation program planning, policy
development, and best practices, implemented the first shared digital stewardship environment in
anticipation of deeper repository services and sponsored Sakai based library development activity.
Currently engaged in the development of a plan for an Information Commons as part of the move and
renovation of the Social Science Libraries and Information Services.
Serve as the primary liaison to the campus Information Technology Service, including periodic update
sessions with the CIO, head of Academic Media and Technology and membership on the campus
Sakai advisory committee.
Served 2 years on the newly formed Joint Departmental Committee of the University Library – one of
eight university sponsored committees to redefine management – union relations for the university. As
such, led the creation and co-chaired with a union steward, the work of the Operational Review Task
Force which defined and developed four joint management and union projects identified as
opportunities to implement changes that further the library's strategic priorities and develop staff jobs
with targeted operational activities. Also led a library management committee to review the strategic
plan and develop the operational priorities for the YUL in the next 3 to 5 years. Was one of the
founding members of the first library Diversity Council.
Member of the Library Management Council and the Library Executive Committee.
Currently engaged in the development of an Integrated Library Technology Service strategic plan and
staff reorganization of 23 library and ITS system administrators, developers, and programmers.
Dec. 2001 – May 2003: Vice President, OCLC Digital and Preservation Resources.
Developed and presented to the OCLC Board of Trustees the business plan for a major new initiative
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for OCLC. Obtained 5-year funding for implementation. Achievements include leading a team of
software developers to build within 18 months, an OAIS compliant digital archive infrastructure and a
web-harvesting and preservation metadata tool/extension of Connexion as well as a batch ingest
capability. Also created the Digital and Preservation Cooperative consisting of 50 charter participants
from major international digital library developments, and the creation of 5 working groups. Organized
the first charter meeting of over 80 preservation, digital, and library administrative participants in May
2002. Expanded the scope and regional capabilities of digitization production centers to the west
coast of the USA and to a partnership with the Royal Library of Netherlands to provide library specific
digital conversion and metadata application production services.
Promoted to OCLC divisional VP in December 2001.
Had operating budget responsibility of $12 million and overall staff responsibility of 130 in Ohio,
Pennsylvania, Washington, and The Netherlands.
Represented OCLC on the DLF Steering Committee, the UK Digital Preservation Coalition, the
National Initiative for a Networked Cultural Heritage (NINCH), and the International Council for
Scientific and Technical Information (ICSTI).
Sept. 1993 – November 2001: President, Preservation Resources, formerly MAPS – The Micrographic
Preservation Service, a division of OCLC
Led a staff of 80 in a stand-alone operation. Developed high quality, cost effective preservation
microfilming and digitization services for library, archive and museum communities. Turned a $1.4
million organization with an operating loss into a $5 million organization with a cost recovery,
sustainable not-for-profit business model while maintaining the values and mission of preservation
services for the library community. Led the official merger into OCLC.
Responsible for strategic planning, business development, financial performance, and the sound
operation of the entire organization. Had contractual responsibility to develop, sign, and conduct
contracts for vendors and suppliers, and digitization and preservation reformatting projects.
July 1991 – Aug. 1993: Vice President, Editorial Development and Preservation, Research
Publications International (now Primary Source Media – the Gale Group)
Responsible for new product development, planning, contractual negotiations and product
implementation for new micrographic and electronic information products for the academic library
market.
Directed a staff of 90, including 30 information professionals, production editors and support staff in
selection, acquisition, and preparation of primary research materials for eighteen concurrent
publishing projects and the creation of AACR2 cataloging records, indexes and catalogs as support or
stand-alone reference products.
Produced a diverse list of publications from primary source materials. Successful negotiations
included projects with the British Library, New York Public Library, and various post-Soviet Russian
archives. Created a new cataloging unit with special arrangement with RLG for RLIN access.
Implemented academic advisory boards for various publishing projects, including the Paper of Virginia
Woolf and conducted periodic focus groups.
January 1989-June 1991 – Editorial and Collection Development Director
1988 – Manager, Projects and Journals Group
1984 – 1986 – Assistant Editor – Senior Editor (Editor of the Eighteenth Century Collection)
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PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES AND MEMBERSHIP
At Yale University:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Collections Collaborative Steering Committee (provost’s) – co-chair of the faculty steering
committee (2004 to present)
Integrated Digital Image Resources Faculty Advisory Committee (provost’s) – ex officio/staff
chair (Feb. 2006 to present)
Provost’s Committee for Digital Landscapes – ex officio – (August 2005 – present)
Committee of Yale University Teaching and Learning Portal – Joint Committee of ITS, YUL
(Spring 2005 - 2007)
Integrated Access Council – YUL technology advisory group – chair – Spring 2004 to present
(have merged it with LMC)
Digital Dissemination Task Force – Appointment by University Secretary – (Fall 2007 to
present)

In the Community:
• OCLC Programs Council – Elected June 2008
• Digital Library Federation Board – alternate for University Librarian
• Coalition for Networked Information – alternate for University Librarian
• American Library Association 1986 – present
-- ALCTS/PARS: Preservation Reformatting Committee - Member (4 yrs) and Chair (2 yrs)
-- ALCT: Intellectual Access Committee – Member (2 yrs)
Subcommittee on Contract Negotiations for the Commercial Reproduction of Library and
Archival Material – Member
-- RBMS – member
• Society of American Archivists 1989 – 2003
• Association for Information and Image Management 1987 – 2000
• National Initiative for a Networked Cultural Heritage (NINCH), 2000 – 2002
• Image Permanence Institute – Advisory Board Member 1994 – 2000
• Pennsylvania Preservation Consortium, member of the board of directors 1997 – 1999
Preservation and Digital Archiving and E- Collections Interest Group – OCLC Members Council,
Liaison 1999-2003
NISO Technical Committee on Metadata for Digital Still Images 1999-2002
UK Digital Preservation Coalition, member of the board 2001 – 2003
RLG/OCLC Attributes of a trusted Digital Repository 2000 – 2002
OCLC/RLG Preservation Metadata 2000 – 2002
National Digital Information Infrastructure and Preservation Program, Invited participants in
workshops, March 2002
Bibliographic Control of Web Resources: A Library of Congress Action Plan, “Design mechanisms to
archive and provide access to selected electronic government publications through partnerships with
government agencies and/or academic institutions”: Action Plan Leader, 2001 – current
EDUCATION
Master of Library Science – Southern Connecticut State University 1984-1985
Undergraduate work at SUNY Binghamton, English Literature.

